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Abstract: The title E-CHARITY itself suggest the meaning called donation. In present world donation is like a gift given by a legal person typically for charitable purpose and/or for the beneficial purpose(such as prestige/fame), but in this web-application every common human will be able to perform charity at their level once they get registered: registration will be done personally as per user’s wish. A donation may get explored into various forms including new or used clothes, foods, books, toys and some other study materials. This platform will be common for each donor willing to do charity which will be helpful to some Orphanages, Government schools, Vrudha ashram, as well as NGO Trust.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E-Charity is an android application/web application used to provide a common platform for the common people for performing charity at their standard, so that any people can do charity at their level. The platform will provide user-friendly communication between users getting registered. The donor will first get registered and log in to the web application and then find the nearest NGO in the area, then they check the details of the respected NGO like NGO’s purpose, what kind of works are done, donation requirement, NGO Type etc) and makes a request for donation after filling the donation form of the NGO and sends a request for the particular donation. The NGO will notify the donor about the request by the notification, and donor can process ahead by performing charity at his level to the respected trust. Our application/web application will provide the platform which will generate and provide information about the charity camps held in the particular area by notifications.

II. RELATED WORK

The E-Charity is an online web application which will provide the information about the charities on the online. It will provide the information about the nearby registered NGO’S, the charity or donation camps going to be held, or some donors are going to arrange a donation camps it will notify this activities to the donors. It will provide a common platform for charity, the process has to be followed manually.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

- The donor doesn’t know the what kind of donations are actually needed to the NGO.
- The youth people or the students cannot do charity at their level.
- We don’t locate any rural areas NGO’S.
- One single donor cannot do any big type of charity or any work that a group of donors can do.
- If any donation camps are going to be held every people cannot get the news of it.

IV. PROPOSED WORK

Our application will give the common platform for the all type of charity for the common people. It will provide the information about the donation camps going to be held. It will give all information about the NGO, trust, orphanages near by areas etc.

The process involves with the registration of the donors and NGO’s. After the successful registration donors are log-in to the web application and goes to the main home page of the application, here he/she can search the near by NGO’s and charitable trust or orphanages and checked the details of it. After this donor will fill the donation form of the trust and made a request for donation, the trust will notify the donors about the donation request. NGO are post for any charity or donation camps going to be arranged. Or the donors are also post for any camp or charity camp. Here the registered donors will also be communicate will each other for the purpose of the donation. If some one are post of the cleaning activities the registered or interested donors are goes to that place and do the cleaning activity after the completion of work the admin post for it.

Admin: - Administrator has maximum authorities to access the system. Administrator maintains the users log-in details, and assigned authority to access the web application/application to the authenticated users so they can do the charities or donations. Administrator is the main user of the system.

She/he can manage the all data bases of the system.
She/he manages all the data of the users.
She/he can maintain the profile of the registered users.
She/he updates the daily activities of the day.
She/he will notify the registered donor about the upcoming event or activities.
She/he generate a report for the activities done.

**DONORS:** In this web application / android application donors will first do the registration, after the successful registration they get the log-in to the application and they use the services of the application. They can search a near by NGO/Trust, they can checked a details of the trust/ashrams. donors can made request for donations to the trust by filling the donation forms and post for any camps or events if they are going to be held. They also locate the trust or ashrams by the GPS system. Registered donors can also be communicate with each other for any activities.

**NGO:** In this web application or android application NGO/Trust will first do the registration after the successful registration they get the log-in to the application and they use the application. They can made a request to the donors for the required donations, post for any camp they are going to be held. Accept the donors request for the donations. And notify the donors as a response of the donation request.

**Flow of our system.**
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusion

Lastly we conclude that this web-application will provide a common platform for doing various kind of charity for needy people around us, and a common person can do the charity at their level and contribute the good participation in the society.

Future Work

In Future we will develop an android application, in which we will provide GPS system to track the locations and notification system to notify the users about the future events or activities and will develop a common platform for charity for the common people.
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